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Introduction
Charae to the Committee
In August 2007, the Western Extension Directors Association (WEDA) appointed
selected Western Extension employees to serve on the Western Extension
Diversity Committee. This group was formed to help advance the following goals
in the WEDA Strategic Plan [http://extension.oreqonstate.edu/weda/orqinfo/strateqic.html1:

•

•

Maximize the effectiveness of Extension as an organization
This
includes ... reaching out to diverse and changing populations
and
advancing the professional capabilities of Extension faculty, staff, and
administrators in the West.
Assure that parity is reached or exceeded for diverse audiences through
Extension programs in the West.

The first goal focuses internally on Extension's human resources, in which two of
the implementation strategies identified include:
a. Indentify and prioritize internal organizational issues and challenges
important to the Extension in the West, paying particular attention to the
changing populations and economies in member states/territories.
b. Actively encourage the recruitment, hiring, professional development, and
mentoring of faculty, staff, and administrative leaders who reflect the
diverse cultures in the West to assure their success with Extension.
The other goal focuses on educational programs for external audiences, which
include the following strategies:
a. Seek external and internal stakeholder input to identify and prioritize major
issues important to people and communities in the Western states and
territories paying particular attention to addressing the needs of diverse
audiences.
b. Identify and prioritize Extension's strategic roles in meeting the needs of
diverse and changing communities in the West.
c. Identify and share program and funding opportunities that support the
development and delivery of Extension programs for the diverse
populations in member states/territories.
The committee as directed by WEDA to focus initially on the following efforts:
1. Ascertain what practices and procedures are in use or recommended (across
Extension and elsewhere, including efforts by Land-grant Administrative
Officers' groups) that can facilitate the recruitment of a more diverse
workforce for Extension; consider advertising, announcements, markets,
meeting minimum qualifications, performance expectations, and HR
procedures. Review and assess those practices and propose other promising
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best practices for recruitment of a diverse workforce-looking
for strategies
that are portable across states.
2. Ascertain those practices and barriers that might contribute to or detract from
the retention of a diverse workforce. Include in the analysis consideration of
institutional climate, professional development, mentoring, advancement and
upward mobility, career portability. Review and assess those practices and
propose other promising best practices for retention of a diverse workforcelooking for strategies that are portable across states.

The Committee
The Western Extension Diversity Committee appointed by WEDA was composed
of 12 individuals representing nine western states. The selected committee
members were: James Christenson, Director Arizona Cooperative Extension;
Richard Molinar, University of California Cooperative Extension Farm Advisor;
Jan Carroll, Colorado State Extension 4-H Specialist; Charity Buchert, University
of Idaho Affirmative Action Coordinator; Patrice Quintana, New Mexico State
University Director of Special Initiatives; Jill Ukeiley, University of Nevada
Extension Southern Area Director; Dan McGrath, Oregon State Extension Staff
Chair; Louise Parker, Director of Extension Family Programs and Mary Katherine
Deen, Diversity Director both of Washington State University Extension; and
Dallas L. Holmes, Utah State University Extension Institutional Research and
Civil Rights Director. University of California Central Valley Region Director
Linda Marie Manton chaired the committee and Lyla Houglum, Executive Director
for WEDA, also served on the committee as a key resource.
The committee's first meeting was held on January 7, 2008, by conference call
and followed by numerous conference calls to discuss task force work completed
to date, next steps, and final report to WEDA. The committee's work was
conducted by individual task forces comprised of the committee members. The
task forces consisted of: 1--Parity, 2--Recruitment and Retention, and
3--Cultural Competencies Training.
Prior to the committee members beginning their work, they reviewed numerous
documents prepared and published by the "Change Agent States for Diversity
(CSAD)" [http://www.casd.comell.edu/ ] and committee chairperson, Linda Marie
Manton, had several discussions with Carol Young, Extension Specialist Kansas
State University and CASD Project Manager. Additional diversity documents
were provided by Dr. Patreese Ingram, Pennsylvania State University Extension.
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Executive Summary
The Executive Summary offers highlights of the overall report. It does not
replace the more specific and detailed task force reports that follow.
The Western Extension Diversity Committee members thank the Western
Extension Directors for acknowledging the importance of diversity as the part of a
healthy Extension Program and for establishing a committee to investigate the
issues in the charge as described earlier in this document. The committee
thanks WEDA for providing the committee members the opportunity to be part of
this challenge. Chair Linda Marie Manton expresses her gratitude to excellent
committee membership that were committed to diversity as a key component of
Extension Programming in the West, committed to the charge as set out by
WEDA, and who developed a concise report that met the charge given to them
by WEDA.
.

Summary of Recommendations
Based on Survey FindinQs:
• WEDA member institutions should commit to assuring that parity is reached
or exceeded for diverse audiences through Extension programs in the West.
Institutions must begin by first establishing baselines for measuring parity as
mandated by our federal partner and then annually developing a standard
that will measure the planned impact.
• Each WEDA institution should give consideration to establishing regulatory
standards for face-to-face contact auditing to ensure the accuracy and quality
of the data being collected and reported.
• The development and training of recruitment and hiring committees at WEDA
universities should be designed to ensure process understandings,
complicity, the management of unconscious bias, and cultural sensitivity in
recruitment and hiring activities.
• Senior leadership at WEDA institutions should give consideration to inviting
the diversity leader to join the cabinet or administrative team to ensure that
diversity awareness is represented when policies and programs are
developed.
• WEDA institutions should establish a routine practice of reviewing and
discussing the "lessons learned" in both successful and failed attempts to
recruit and retain diverse faculty/administrators and other personnel.
• Sustained and systematic diversity training for senior and mid-level Extension
administrators should be given high priority by WEDA member institutions.
• Consideration should be given by WEDA member institutions in establishing
training for Extension faculty/educators that transcends Civil Rights
compliance training.
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Recruitment and Retention:
•

Make every effort to assemble diverse interview teams and search
committees.

•

Develop and effective training for search committees on why they should
attend to diversity issues including unconscious bias when hiring new faculty.
Instruct interview teams on appropriate and inappropriate interview questions.
Make a conscious effort to advertise positions in a broad array of outlets that
reflect diversity and reach beyond traditional Extension social networks.
Develop relationships with faculty in colleges and universities that produce
the largest numbers of women and graduates of color within identified
program areas.
Request that county-based academics units establish and maintain active
advisory groups that reflect an appropriate level of diversity for their
community.
Assist, coach, mentor, and provide support for classified, fixed term
employees, and recent graduate students to gain the experience and degrees
necessary to complete for tenure track positions.
Communicate throughout the organization applicant and workforce
demographic data in order to inform our faculty about parity, progress, and
areas needing improvement.
Form and empower a diversity task force or diversity catalyst team.
Develop effective and sustained mentor/coaching programs for new faculty,
especially those with limited Extension and Academia experience.
Clarify with faculty and staff that one of the goals of diversity initiatives is to
promote a more welcoming, inclusive and supportive workplace environment.
Develop procedures and methods for conducting exit interviews. Request all
supervisors conduct and report the results of exit interviews to designated
human resource managers.

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Cultural Competency TraininQ
• Western Extension Directors invest in a train-the-trainer model for
implementing Cultural Competency Training (CCT) system within the western
region.
In order to initiate the above, it is suggested the following implementation steps:
• Select a minimum of two CCT trainers per Western State.
• Support a 10% time commitment for each CCT trainer to train for and
implement the CCT based on providing two CCTs per year per Western
State.
•
•
•

Support the participation of selected trainers in the "Train-the-Trainer" (T3).
Support the participation of selected trainers in the T3 program conducted by
Washington State University Extension.
Integrate the on-going delivery of the CCT into the state professional
development system.
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Sustainabilitv
• The committee recommends that a Western Region Diversity Catalyst Team
be established by WEDA to assure the sustainability of diversity in Extension
programming in the West and to keep the momentum going that has been
established by this committee.
• The Western Region Diversity Catalyst Team could be part of an existing
structure or entity such as the Western Region Program Leadership
Committee.
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2008 WEDA - Western Extension Diversity Committee
Measuring .Diversity in the.West
August 2008
The 2008 WEDA Diversity Survey was conducted June-August 2008. 100% of the western states responded to the
survey. One Pacific Islander member also responded. The survey was developed by WEDA Diversity committee Dallas L.
Holmes, EdD and Richard Molinar with data analysis conducted at Utah State University.

Section I - Contact Parity
Our federal partner USDA/CSREES requires that state extension partners collect
face-to-face contact information for those clientele served by extension
programs. The collection of face-to-face information requires an accounting of
contacts for various ethnicities, their gender and those with limited English
proficiencies. CSREES guidelines suggest that state extension partners
establish "parity goals" to ensure that potentially under served clientele receive
the opportunity to participate in extension programs. "Parity" is defined as having
the actual contacts within +/- 20% of the total potential 'baseline' of the clientele
established. Contact counting is also now part of the CSREES annual report of
accomplishments.
The new federal plan of work web-based accomplishment
report requires that extension report the numbers of contacts made for both adult
and youth in knowledge areas identified in the state's plan of work document.
Question # 1 -Agent/Educators
Half of the Western Region respondents [WEDA] indicated that they have
established baselines for calculating parity as reported by individual
agents/educators [50%].
These states, however, reported that the collection of ethnicity contact
information [86%]; the collection of gender contact information [79%]; and the
collection of adult/youth contact information [86%] are occurring.
Less than 25% of those reporting indicated that they compare face-to-face
contacts from meetings to the potential baseline of race. Of those who did make
this comparison most achieved the comparison through personal observation of
those attending the meeting.
Question

# 2-

Specialists

One third of the Western Region respondents indicated that they have
established baselines for calculating parity as reported by individual specialists.
These states, however, reported that the collection of ethnicity contact
information [79%]; the collection of gender contact information [71%]; and the
collection of adult/youth contact information [93%] are occurring.
Less than 25% of those reporting indicated that they compare face-to-face
contacts from meetings to the potential baseline of race. Of those who did make
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this comparison most achieved the comparison through personal observation of
those attending the meetings.

Question # 3 - Parity Standards Are Established By
Most Western Regional respondents indicated that they were using baseline
demographic data from the US Census for calculating parity standards for
counties and the state in general. Some faculty members are expected to reach
participants across all programs in proportion to each group's level of
representation in the targeted geographic area. One WEDA member reported
that they do not have parity standards since as a population they are at present
demographically diverse.
Question # 4 - Are Parity Standards Established Annually
Western Region respondents indicated that only 14% established annual parity
goals although an additional 36% indicated that they have established parity
goals just not on an annual basis. 50% of the respondents have established no
parity goals annually or otherwise.
Question # 5 - If No parity Goals were set describe the documentation
efforts to demonstrate efforts in reaching diverse audiences with Extension
programs
Some WEDA institutional members collect data which is filed in individual and
central Civil Rights files documenting individual contact data and demographic
baseline data. Others have no collection standards at all although some indicated
that programs design must be culturally relevant to the program audience. There
are some who rely on annual Civil Rights compliance and diversity training to
encourage staff to document publicity of programs; targets underserved
audiences and include "all reasonable effort" in reaching Extension audiences.
Question #6 - Accuracy of reporting system for affirmative-action
64% of the Western Region respondents believe that the agents/specialists
define and report accurately the programs they deliver in the state/locale. Nearly
one third however believe that reporting is not accurate or honestly reported.

Question #7 - Regulations in place to assure quality in contact data
Half [50%] believe that there are regulations in place to assure the quality of the
contact information gathered. They indicated that district department heads and
other administrators routinely review the data collected for accuracy. Others
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indicated that they follow university guidelines for all colleges, schools and
institutes. Some indicated that civil rights reviews are conducted on a four year
rotational basis with all reporting units in the state. Some WEDA institutions
suggested that they had no procedure for auditing affirmative action data
collected.

Section II - Recruitment and Retention

Question #8/9 -Search Committee roles
71 % of WEDA member institutions reported that they do not require diversity
training with search committee members. 100% reported that they do NOT hold
candidate pools open.until they reach a prescribed leve~of diversity.

Question #10 - Expectations in Work
100% of the Western Region respondents incorporate expectations regarding
working with diverse audiences and diversity issues into Extension position
descriptions and position announcements.
Question # 11/12 - Diversity leader/specialist
Most WEDA institutional members [79%] have a leader/diversity specialist on
staff however, half [50%] report that the leader/specialist is part of the Extension
Directors cabinet or administrative team.

Question #13 - Exit Interviews
Nearly 2/3 of WEDA member institutions report that they routinely conduct exit
interviews with faculty/extension educators who choose to leave employment
with Extension. [64%]
Question #14/15 - Collect and analyze information about successful and
failed recruitment and retention of faculty/extension educators.
Most WEDA member institutions do NOT analyze either successful or failed
attempts to recruit and retain diverse faculty/extension educators and
administrators to positions witl:aintheir organizations. [71 % successful attempts/
64 % failed attempts]
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Section III - Professional Development and
Accountability
Question # 16 - Diversity and Appraisal Documents/Performance
Appraisals
79% of Western Region members incorporate expectations regarding working
with diversity issues into Extension performance related procedures. Various
strategies were employed by WEDA institutions incorporating diversity in
appraisal systems including coaching; reminders of "all reasonable efforts"
standards; a review of contact documentation standards; and expectations on the
part of faculty to achieve parity in contacts were reviewed in
appraisal/performance discussions.

Question # 17 - Routine and sustained training in diversity for higher/mid
level administrators
Half [50%] of WEDA member higher and mid level administrators receive routine
and sustained training in leading/facilitating diversity work at their institution.

Question # 18 - Diversity Training offered within the past three years for
Extension personnel
Nearly all WEDA member institutions are providing affirmative action/ civil rights
training [93%]. About half of these institutions also provide training in cultural
competence and other cultural specific training [57%]. More than 42% of these
institutions.provided organization change training. Other training included
privilege and oppression awareness training [21 %].

Question # 19 - Estimate of the percentage of Extension personnel who
have attended diversity training other than affirmative action/civil rights
training in the past three years.
1/3 of WEDA member institutions indicated that Extension personnel have been
engaged in some form of diversity training in the past three years. [31%]

Question # 20 - Diversity training requirement
93% of Western Region. members have no requirement for diversity training.
Some WEDA institutions suggested that diversity training was now included in
the annual Extension conference.
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Diversity Committee recommendations

based on survey findings:

•

WEDA member institutions should commit to assuring that parity is reached
or exceeded for diverse audiences through Extension programs in the West.
Institutions must begin by first establishing baselines for measuring parity as
mandated by our federal partner and then annually developing a standard
that will measure the planned impact.

•

Each WEDA institution should give consideration to establishing regulatory
standards for face-to-face contact auditing to ensure the accuracy and quality
of the data being collected and reported.

•

The development and training of recruitment and hiring committees at WEDA
universities should be designed to ensure process understandings,
complicity, the management of unconscious bias, and cultural sensitivity in
recruitment and hiring activities.

•

Senior leadership at WEDA institutions should give consideration to inviting
the diversity leader to join the cabinet or administrative team to ensure that
diversity awareness is represented when policies and programs are
developed.

•

WEDA institutions should establish a routine practice of reviewing and
discussing the "lessons learned" in both successful and failed attempts to
recruit and retain diverse faculty/administrators and other personnel.

•

Sustained and systematic diversity training for senior and mid level Extension
administrators should be given high priority by WEDA member institutions.

•

Consideration should be given by WEDA member institutions in establishing
training for Extension faculty/educators that exceeds Civil Rights compliance
training. Such training at a minimum should include the development of
competencies in cultural awareness and understanding; cultural knowledge;
cultural interaction; and cultural sensitivity.
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2008 WEDA - Western

Extension

Diversity

Committee

Measuring Diversity in the West
RESPONSE SUMMARY

Please complete the survey questions below which will help WEDA understand
how diversity is measured in the West.

Our federal partner USDA/CSREES requires that state extension partners collect face-to-face contact
information for those clientele served by extension programs. The collection of face-to-face information
requires an accounting of contacts for various ethnicities, their gender and those with limited English
proficiencies. CSREES guidelines suggest that state extension partners establish "parity goals" to ensure
that potentially under served clientele receive the opportunity to participate in extension programs. "Parity" is
defined as having the actual contacts within +/- 200J6of the total potential 'baseline' of the clientele
established. Contact counting is also now part of the CSREES annual report of accomplishments.
The new
federal plan of work web-based accomplishment report requires that extension report the numbers of
contacts made for both adult and youth in knowledge areas identified in the state's plan of work document.

Section I - COl'IT: :;YES Responses
1. From the list below please check. all that apply pertaining to the collection of face-to-face contacts
in this organization/locales affirmative action program. [Agent/educator response] (check all that apply)
50.00% a. Our state has established 'baselines' for calculating parity of individual agent/educator progran
21.40%
14.30%
21.40%

b. Our state has established 'baselines' for generic programs only
c. Our state does not collect ethnicity contact information

85.70%

d. Our state does not collect gender contact information

78.60%

e. Our state does not collect adult/youth contact information

85.70%

f. We compare face-to-face contacts from meetings to the potential baseline
We determine ethnicity/gender by:

----,

42.90% f1. sign up attendance lists - ethnic/gender

questions

78.60% f2. personal observation
14.30% f3. other

~g.
~h.

We do
collect
not collect
face-to-face
face-ta-face
contactscontact
at some
information
meetings, atnot
meetings
others

2. From the list below please check all that apply pertaining to the collection of face-to-face contacts
(check all that apply)
in this organization/locales affirmative action program. [Specialist response]
35.70% a. Our state has established 'baselines' for calculating parity of individual specialist
14.30% b. Our state has established 'baselines' for generic programs only
21.40% c. Our state does not collect ethnicity contact information

78.60%

28.60% d. Our state does not collect gender contact information

71.40%

programs
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7.10% e. Our state does not collect adult/youth contact information
21.40% f. We compare face-to-face

-----, We determine

92.90%

contacts from meetings to the potential baseline

ethnicity/gender

by:

28.60% f1. sign up attendance lists - ethnic/gender questions

71.40% f2. personal observation
14.30% f3. other
We do not collect face-to-face
We collect face-to-face

contact information at meetings

contacts at some meetings, not others

3. Briefly describe how Extension parity standards were established at this organization/locale

4. Are Extension face-to-face
14.30% a. Yes

in the box belo'

I

contact parity goals annually established at this organizationllocale?

35.70% b. Yes, but not annually
50.00% c. No
If NO answer question

#5

5. IF NO parity goals are set describe in the box below what documentation

Ieffort

is utilized demonstrating

in reaching diverse audiences wnh Extension programs?

6. In all honesty, does this organization/locales

reporting system for affirmative

action accurately reflect all

extension agent/specialist programs reported throughout the state?
o a. Absolutely yes
64.30% b. Yes, to the best that agents/specialists
7.10% c. Unsure

define and report accurately

28.60% d. No
7. Are there regulations/procedures
50.00% a. Yes

in place to ensure the quality of the affirmative

action contact data?

50.00% b. No
c. Explain yes/no:
District Department Heads review files, data collection efforts, and programs delivered
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T
8.Excluding Affirmative

Action/Civil

Rights training does your organization

require specific diversity

training for search committee members?
28.60% a. Yes
71.40%

b. No

9. Does your organization
0% a. Yes

hold searches open until candidate pools reach a prescribed level of diversity?

100% b. No
10. Does your organization

incorporate expectations

regarding working with diverse audiences

and diversity issues into Extension position descriptions and position announcements?
100% a. Yes

0% b. No
11. Does your organization
78.60% a. Yes

have a diversity leader/specialist?

21.40% b. No

If YES go to Question #12 if NO go to #13
12. If yes, does your diversity leader/specialist
50.00% a. Yes

sit on the Extension Directors cabinet or administrative

team?

50.00% b. No
13. Does your organization
with faculty/extension

have a systematic process for conducting exit interviews
educators that choose to leave employment?

64.30%ja35.70% b. Yes
No
14. Does your organization

routinely collect and analyze information about successful

attempts to recruit and retain diverse faculty/extension
28.60% a. Yes

educators and administrators?

71.40% b. No
15. Does your organization

routinely collect and analyze information about failed

attempts to recruit and retain diverse faculty/extension
35.70% a. Yes

educators and administrators?

64.30% b. No

Section

111 -

16. Does your organization
Extension performance
78.60%la.

ILr •.•.
'

pp

incorporate expectations regarding working with diversity issues into
appraisal documents/performance

appraisal procedures?

Yes
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If yes, what is the expectation?
All reasonable efforts are taken to reach underrepresented

audiences

,- -2-1.4-0-%lb. No

17. Does your organization provide routine and sustained training in leading/facilitating

diversity

work for higher level/mid level administrators?
50.00% a. Yes
50.00% b. No
18. Within the last three years what type of diversity training has your organization

offered in your

statellocale for extension personnel?
(check all that apply.)
92.90% a. Affirmation Action/Civil Rights Compliance
42.90%
57.10%
14.30%
21.40%
b. Cultural Specific Training i.e. Working with Latinos, and/or Tribes, Generational

Differences,

et(

c. Privilege and Oppression Awareness
d. Cultural Competencies
e. Organization

(skill building)

Change regarding diversity

f. Other (please list):
19. Excluding Affirmation

Action/Civil

Rights training, please give us a rough estimate of the percentage

of your extension personnel who have attended any of the other diversity trainings
within the last three years.

I

1%

0% - 21.4~ 1-20%-1l
14.30% 21-40%-14.3%
61-80% - 7.1%
81-100%- 35.7%

20. Excluding Affirmation Action/Civil

Rights training, does the organization

41-60% -7.1%
require extension

personnel to attend diversity training?
7.10% a. Yes
92.90% b. No
c. If yes, what is the requirement?

Name of person(s)

completing

Title of Person Completing
Organization

this survey and their em ail address:

the Survey:

Represented:

----------------------------------------------------------------------Directions:

Name and Save Survey Document,

then attach the survey file to the email below.

Return survey to: Dr. D.L. Holmes
dallas.holmes@usu.edu
Need help: Call
(435) 770-0744 - Dallas Holmes or (435) 797-8214 - Megan Openshaw
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Recruitment and Retention of a Diverse Extension Workforce
by Dan McGrath, Charity Buchert, Jan Carroll, and Linda Marie Manton

Executive Summary
Extension organizations across the Western States are committed to diversifying their faculty and staff
in order to more effectively meet the educational needs ofthe multicultural communities they serve.
Each Extension organization is unique and has its own mandates and constraints that shape diversity
initiatives. The attached document is a list of promising management practices for recruitment and
retention of a diverse workforce gathered from Extension organizations throughout the United States.
Here are a few examples.
Make every effort to assemble diverse interview teams and search committees.
Develop an effective training for search committees on why they should attend to diversity issues
including unconscious bias when hiring new faculty.
Instruct interview teams on appropriate and inappropriate interview questions.
Make a conscious effort to advertise positions in a broad array of outlets that reflect diversity and
reach beyond traditional Extension social networks.
Develop relationships with faculty in colleges and universities that produce the largest numbers of
women and graduates of color within identified program areas.
Request that county based academic units (Extension, Research and Extension Centers, Experiment
Stations, other) establish and maintain active advisory groups that reflect an appropriate level of
diversity for their community.
Assist, coach, mentor, and provide support for classified, fixed term employees, and recent graduate
students to gain the experience and degrees necessary to compete for tenure track positions.
Communicate throughout the organization applicant and workforce demographic data in order to
inform our faculty about parity, progress, and areas needing improvement.
Form and empower a diversity task force or diversity catalyst team.
Develop effective and sustained mentor/coaching programs for new faculty, especially those with
limited Extension and Academia experience.
Clarify with faculty and staff that one of the goals of diversity initiatives is to promote a more
welcoming, inclusive and supportive workplace environment. Everyone benefits.
Develop procedures and methods for conducting exit interviews. Request all supervisors conduct and
report the results of exit interviews to designated human resource managers.
What follows is a comprehensive list of promising recruitment and retention practices organized under
the headings: Formation of Search Committees, Training of Search Committees, Position Descriptions
and Announcements, Proactive Recruitment, County Advisory Groups, Development of Internal
Candidates, Leadership Development, Continuous Marketing, Supporting New Hires, Professional
Development, Workplace Climate, and Assess, Track and Communicate Progress. The many citations
below reflect the growing body of research based literature that informs our recruitment and retention
efforts. Your comments and additional suggestions are welcome.
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Recruitment and Retention of a Diverse Extension Workforce
by Dan McGrath, Charity Buchert, Jan Carroll, and Linda Marie Manton
Recruitment and retention are catching the attention of Extension administrators throughout the United
States. They recognize that in the next five to ten years there will be a remarkable wave of baby boomer
retirements. In 2008, boomers born in 1946 will turn 62 and will become eligible for retirement. As the
first set of baby boomers retires, the national workforce will contract by eleven percent (Sherwood,
2005; Myers, 2007). By 2015, baby boomers age 55 and older will comprise only twenty percent of the
workforce. This tidal wave of baby boomer retirements will completely reshape the national Extension
work force.
Extension administrators are preparing to effectively manage the succession of generations in Extension.
Diversifying the Extension faculty and staff is a key element of that management and leadership task.
The most rapid and efficient way for Extension to develop the organizational capacity to meet the needs
of new, emerging, and underserved audiences and the needs of our rapidly changing society in the
twenty first century is to hire talented new faculty and staff from traditionally underrepresented groups
(Subervi and Cantrell, 2007; Tuner, 2002).

I. Recruitment
Formation of Search Committees
1. Make every effort to include an appropriate level of diversity on interview teams and search
committees (Smith, Wolf, and Busenberg, 1996; Turner, 2002).
2. Request at least one person on every search committee have diversity training specifically related
to the search process.
Training Search Committees
1. Instruct search committees to assign value not only to academic degrees and experience, but also
to the ability, perspective, and experience necessary to work with diverse or targeted audiences
(ECOP, 1991; ECOP, 1993; Alger, 1999; Schauber, 2001).
2. Develop an effective training for search committees on how and why they should attend to
diversity issues and how to manage unconscious bias during the search process (Alger, 1999;
Reskin,2000).
3. Instruct interview teams on appropriate and inappropriate interview questions. Request that
interview questions be reviewed by Human Resources/Affirmative Action professionals prior to
conducting interviews.
Position Descriptions and Announcements
1. Clarify that active involvement in shaping position descriptions and announcements is part of the
responsibilities of all search committee members.
2. Develop position descriptions/announcements that apply to a broad based educational
background (Turner, 2002) so that people do not feel they are "ruled out."
3. Ensure all position descriptions indicate a commitment to diversity that goes beyond including
standard Civil Rights Act statements. Go further.
4. Request position descriptions and announcements are reviewed by appropriate human
resource/affirmative action professionals.
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Recruitment and Retention of a Diverse Extension Workforce
by Dan McGrath, Charity Buchert, Jan Carroll, and ~inda Marie Manton

Proactive Recruitment
1. Clarify that active involvement in recruitment efforts is part ofthe responsibilities of all search
committee members (Cooper and Smith, 1990).
2. Make a conscious effort to advertise positions in a broad array of outlets that reflect diversity and
reach beyond traditional Extension social networks (Colby and Foote, 1995).
3. Encourage faculty and staff, especially those from underrepresented groups, to actively share
position announcements with their friends and colleagues, even if those individuals are not
actively looking for a new position.
4. Develop relationships with faculty in colleges and universities that produce a large number of
graduates of color within identified program areas (MWDD, 2008).
5. Develop collaborative relationships with appropriate institutions to trade faculty with different
skill sets.
6. Purchase a booth at conferences and job fairs that are held in locations expected to have diverse
participants.
7. Arrange for organizations that serve underrepresented groups or individuals that represent the
candidate's culture to meet with candidates during the interview process.
8. Consult university human resource offices to determine the percentage of underrepresented
groups nationally and regionally in various Extension positions.
9. Identify recruitment and retention goals and opportunities for improvement.
10. Use a parity data driven approach to recruitment (Subervi and Cantrell, 2007).
11. Request searches remain open for a reasonable amount oftime to ensure candidate pools reach
an appropriate level of diversity.
County Advisory Groups
1. Request all county based academic units (Extension, Research and Extension Centers,
Experiment Stations, other) establish and maintain active advisory groups that reflect an
appropriate level of diversity for their community (Black et aI, 1992).
2. Ensure that county faculty and staff, county advisory groups, and county policy makers
understand the value of diversity to Extension and the community as a whole (Smith and
Schonfeld, 2000; Traver et aI, 2007).
3. Give county faculty and staff, county advisory groups, and county policy decision makers
instructions regarding non-discrimination before they meet with Extension job applicants.
Develop Internal Candidates
1. Assist, coach, mentor, and provide support for classified and fixed term employees to gain the
experience and degrees necessary to compete for tenure track positions.
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2. Promote internal candidates into leadership positions based on a combination of years of
experience, organizational knowledge, as well as academic degrees.
3. Create a Diversity Administrative Intern position which provides experiences and responsibilities
to prepare underrepresented employees for movement into leadership positions (Sanoff, 2006).
4. Develop fixed-term "pre-doctoral" appointments targeting underrepresented candidates who have
finished coursework and are making good progress on their dissertation (Gooden, Leary, and
Childress, 1994).
Leadership Development
1. Provide training in leading diversity efforts for high and mid level Extension administrators who
make final hiring decisions (Ewert and Rice, 1994; Reskin, 2000).
2. Develop an administrative position that speaks for diversity and encourages new thinking.
3. Communicate throughout the organization regarding applicant and workforce demographic data
in order to educate them in the areas of parity, progress, and areas needing improvement (Ewert,
1994).
4. Form and empower a diversity task force or diversity catalyst team (Ingram, 2006).
5. Develop and continually refine and communicate a diversity action plan (Iverson, 2008).

Continuous Marketing
1. Create marketing materials and advertising agendas to continually promote Extension as a career
for underrepresented faculty and staff.
2. Update Web site postings with photos of diverse Extension faculty and staff so potential
employees can "picture themselves" working in Extension.
3. Train faculty, staff, and administrative councils to be "continuous recruiters" who will
continually identify and recruit underrepresented groups.

II. Retention
The "sink or swim" organizational culture of Extension is hard on all new hires, but is especially hard on
new hires with limited academic and Extension experience. It is hard on new hires from
underrepresented groups dealing with what may be for them, a "foreign culture".
Supporting New Hires
1. Clarify the role of search committees in helping to retain successful candidates by providing new
hires an introduction to their unit and on going contact and support.
2. In addition to designating a search committee chair, consider designating a search committee
"follow-through" who will check in with the successful candidate periodically to ensure they are
transitioning well and getting the mentoring/support they need to be successful.
3. Arrange for regular face-to-face meetings between the director and employees from
underrepresented groups providing opportunity for open discussion (Duster, 1991).
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4. Develop effective and sustained mentor/coaching relationships for new faculty, especially those
with limited Extension and Academia experience (Birrell, 1995; Girves, 2005).
5. Limit administrative activities of junior faculty from underrepresented groups to ensure time
spent on developing a successful tenure portfolio.
6. Provide ample and sustained professional development opportunities for all new faculty and
staff.
7. Provide new employee orientations that clearly identify key individuals to contact for support.
8. Encourage supervisors to facilitate an open dialogue between new and existing employees and
stakeholders especially when recent hires are unfamiliar with Extension and academe
(Bensimon, Ward, and Sanders, 2000).

III. Professional Development
1. Provide sustained professional development opportunities in the area of diversity and cross
cultural communication for faculty, staff, and administration (Hassel, 2004).
2. Incorporate expectations regarding professional development in working with diverse audiences
and diversity issues into position descriptions.
3. Incorporate expectations regarding professional development in working with diverse audiences
and diversity issues into performance appraisal documents and procedures.

IV. Workplace Climate
Recruitment, retention, professional development, and workplace climate are interrelated. Workplace
climate has a significant impact on our ability to recruit and retain faculty and staff from
underrepresented groups. Professional development of existing faculty and staff is required to improve
workplace climate.
1. Clarify with faculty and staff that one of the goals of diversity initiatives is to promote a more
welcoming, inclusive and supportive workplace environment (Bernal, 1996). Everyone benefits.
2. Insert cultural competence "moments" into staff meeting agendas as well as regiorial,
professional association, program updates, and other meetings of Extension personnel.
3. Make diversity the focus of at least one plenary session at Extension's annual meeting or forum.
4. Develop a workshop designed to facilitate understanding of privilege, power, difference, and
unconscious bias among faculty, staff, and administration.
5. Conduct and report the results of workplace climate assessments at regular intervals ..
6. Effective mentoring for new hires is one way to make women, minorities, and other employees
from under represented groups feel welcome. Mentoring is welcoming.

V. Assess, Track, and Communicate Progress
Workplace climate and organizational culture are generally invisible to those who participate in and
sustain them. It is essential to assess, track, and communicate progress over time.
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1. Assess and communicate applicant and workforce demographic data on a regular basis in order
to increase awareness of progress and areas needing improvement (Schauber, 2001).
2. Continually track recruitment and retention successes and failures (Turner, 2002; Turner and
Myers, 2000). Get constant feedback.
3. Develop procedures and methods for conducting exit interviews (Kutilek, 2000). Request all
supervisors conduct and report the results of exit interviews to designated human resource
managers.
4. Evaluate, report, and discuss the aggregate results and trends in recruitment and retention on a
regular basis.
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Washington State University Extension
Cultural Competency Training
The Washington State University Extension (WSUE) Culturally Competency Training
(GGT) is designed to assist extension educators and staff expand their skills in working
with diverse audiences. The overarching goals for the training are to assist participants:
• Become more aware of their own personal and organizational cultures
• Examine how their personal and organizational cultures affect our ability to work
across difference in both negative and positive ways
• Build skills to increase competencies as we work with others who are different
from us
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The training is based on the WSUE Cultural Competencies (see below) and is designed
using key adult education theory and practice that create a safe and welcoming
environment for all learners. The learning activities respect and support individual
learning styles and the participants' life experiences are viewed as an important source

of knowledge. The intent of the program is to gain knowledge and skills that can be
used when engaging in a new situation/culture,
knowledge.

rather than focusing on specific cultural
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FORMAT

OF TRAINING:

Modules have been designed and piloted for each of the five competencies.
(http://ext.wsu.edu/diversitv/pdf/CulturaICompetencies.pdf)
Four of the modules are
three hours each and one module (Cultural Interaction) is four and one-half hours.
Along with time for introductions and wrap-up the total is about 18 hours of training. All
modules are currently delivered in a face to face format and it is highly recommended
that all modules be taught in this format. Although we recommend that all modules be
delivered face to face the Cultural Awareness module is being developed in an
interactive on-line delivery format. Plans are underway to create additional modules
focusing on culturally competent program planning and evaluation and culturally
competent leadership.
~
~
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Competency:
Cultural Awareness:
Module One
• Explore personal and cultural values, biases, prejudices and views.
• Identify ways in which culture shapes beliefs, practices, and values.
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•
•

•

Identify similarities and differences among cultures.
Recognize his/her own culture(s), including Extension culture.

Competency:

Cultural

Understanding:

Module

Two

•
•

Understand the developmental nature of cultural competencies.
Describe issues and concerns which arise when values, beliefs, and practices
differ from those of the dominant culture.

•

Recognize ways culture affects participation in extension programs and services.

Competency:
•
•
•

Cultural

Module
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Three

Develop familiarity with specific cultures, with an emphasis on the diverse
audiences in your geographic area.
Use conceptual and theoretical models for understanding human culture
especially the ways in which they differ from one's own.
Identify appropriate cultural guides and build productive relationships with them.

Competency:
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge:
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Cultural

Interaction:

Module

Four

Recognize factors impacting successful intercultural communication.
Use concepts and theories of intercultural communication.
Manage intercultural conflicts effectively.
Interact productively and seek input and guidance from cultural partners.
Form new programmatic partnerships across intercultural difference.
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Competency:
•
•

Cultural

Sensitivity:

Module

Five

Recognize the impact of privilege, inequality and oppression in daily contexts.
Identify historical and sociological influences on specific cultural interactions.
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TRAINING

OFFERINGS:

In Washington State the complete set of modules was conducted in 2006 with a small
pilot group. It was repeated in March 2008 with another group of extension educators.
Module One (Cultural Awareness) was conducted four times as a standalone to all
county based extension educators and staff during 2007.
Beginning in 2008 all new extension educators will be expected to complete the CCT
during their first 24 months of employment with WSUE. The CCT will be delivered in fall
2008.

TRAINING

EVALUATION:

Evaluation Summary for Cultural Competency Training 2007-08
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Washington State University Extension is committed to being an inclusive organization
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that seeks and promotes diversity in our workforce, program participants, educational
partners, and program content. As a means of achieving the Extension vision, we strive
to serve the residents of Washington with culturally competent and linguistically
appropriate programming and services. The WSUE Strategic Plan includes the
following strategic initiative goal: Increase the Diversity of WSU Extension's Faculty,
Staff, Volunteer Base, and Those We Serve. In support of this goal Cultural
Competency Trainings have been designed and conducted statewide. A summary of
this training system follows.

I m pacts
Two evaluations were conducted for the Designing Culturally Competent Programming
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workshop series conducted in 2006. The first evaluation was a written retrospective
survey completed within a month after the last session by the participants who
completed all the sessions. Participants were asked to report on their learning in twelve
areas of cultural competency ranging from "recognizing similarities and difference
among cultures based on cultural dimensions" to "integrating cultural competencies in
the planning, implementation and evaluation of programming." Before the training, 84%
of the participants reported that they never or sometimes were able to perform these
skills. After the training 96% felt that they usually or always were able to achieve these
goals. The biggest learning for the group appears to have been in the competencies of
identifying and working with cultural guides to better inform their program planning and
implementation and in identifying barriers to intercultural communications. At the time
of the survey participants felt that the most important thing they had gained from
participating in the workshops were that their views of diversity had been broadened,
they wanted to learn more and they were eager to apply what they had learned to their
job responsibilities.
A follow up evaluation was conducted with all participants six months past the end of
the last session. Participants were interviewed either face to face or via the telephone.
They were asked to reflect on whether they had made any changes in their intercultural
communications and/or programming as a result of the training. Two behavior changes
are salient. All participants stated that they had changed their behavior in
communicating with others by asking more questions, listening more carefully and
looking for non-verbal cues more often. They felt this helped them to understand others
and situations more than in the past. They also stated that they spoke up more often
when they encountered what they perceived to be discriminatory statements or actions.
Most participants were in the beginning stages of integrating cultural competencies into
their planning, implementation and evaluation of programming and requested continued
support in this area.
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The Extension district Cultural Awareness Trainings were held throughout 2007.
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Written surveys were conducted immediately following each three hour session. A total
of 153 WSUE personnel participated in the workshops. Of that number, 86% (133)
completed the evaluation. Participants were asked to respond to their abilities to
recognize their own culture, including Extension culture, to explore personal and cultural
values, biases, prejudices and views and to identify similarities and differences among
cultures. Before the workshop 37% of the participant believed they sometimes used
these skills and 60.5% of the participants believed they usually or always used these
skills. After the workshop 93% felt they usually or always could implement these skills.
When asked what had been most useful to them in the training, the responses were
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evenly divided between learning how to identify similarities and differences in cultures
based on the Kluckhohn model; examining the Extension culture and understanding
their own biases and preferences. Several comments were made about appreciating
that the environment of the training was inclusive and welcoming and researched
based. Overall, there was an overwhelming request for more time in the training
session and more of this type of training.
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In March 2008, the 18 hour Cultural Competency Training (CCT) was conducted for
extension educators. The curriculum had been updated based on feedback and
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evaluations from the previous trainings. Again participants were asked to identify on a
scale from 1 - 4 (one being the lowest) how they would rate their abilities before and
after the training in nine areas of cultural competencies. The abilities ranged from
"recognizing similarities and differences among cultures ... " to "understanding the
concepts of privilege, power and oppression." Before the training only 53% felt they
were sometimes or usually able to perform these skills. After the training 81 % felt that
they could definitely perform these skills. The biggest learning was in the area of
"identifying the barriers to intercultural communications" and "recognizing various
cultural conflict styles." The most important thing that participants felt that they had
learned was awareness and understanding of their own cultures and those of others.
One participant wrote, "This perspective/model should be integrated into all of
Extension's offices and functions." Another person stated, "This information is hard to
deliver and it was provided in an open and non-threatening manner."

IMPLEMENTATION
OF CULTURAL COMPETENCY
WESTERN REGION:
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Assumptions:
Western Region Directors will want:
• a skill based training approach to improve outreach to diverse audiences.
• to create a sustainable diversity training system.
• to build internal training capacity in their state and in the region.
Recommendation:
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Western Region Directors invest in a train the trainer model for implementing Cultural
Competency Training system within the western region.
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model (T3)

Select a minimum of two CCT trainers based on criteria listed below. We highly
recommend a training team of two to four trainers.
Support a 10% time commitment for each CCT trainer to train for and implement
the CCT based on providing two CCTs per year.
Support the participation of selected trainers in the "Train the Trainer" (T3)
program conducted by WSUE. The T3 program will consist of three phases after
the initial application process.
~ Participate in all five of the CC modules.(required)
~ Participate in a three day intensive T3 retreat with additional
read ings. (req uired)
~ Serve as a co-trainer with an experienced CCT trainer and assist with all
five modules.(optional)
Integrate the on-going delivery of the CCT into the state professional
development system.

Suggested
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Criteria

for Trainers

Experience in training and facilitation
Communication skills and experience in diverse settings
Commitment to diversity issues
(A more detailed job description for CCT Trainer will be developed.)
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Teams:

•
•

Includes at least one county based educator
Includes a mix of male and female trainers

•
•

May include a mix of faculty and staff personnel
Trainers make a minimum of a two year commitment to the project

Opportunities
five modules:
•
•
•

to attend

the Cultural

Competency

Trainings

that include

the

September 30 - October 2 in Western WA (on a space available basis)
February 3-5,2009, Eastern WA (on a space available basis)
An additional session could be organized for the Western region January 13-15,
2009

Train the Trainer

•

for State Training

Retreat:

April

14-16,2009 - Location

to be determined.
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Costs of Implementing

CCT in your state:
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•

Trainer time: Recommended

•

Trainer participation
in CCT and Train the Trainer retreat: registration costs
for GGT and the T3 Retreat, travel, lodging, per diem, on-going technical
assistance (if requested)

•

10% per year, per trainer
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State trainings:
travel costs for trainers and participants, WSU training
materials for participant, other additional training costs.
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Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

In house expertise on diversity/intercultural competencies
Reduced reliance on outside consultants for diversity training
Regional training cohort for support of diversity work and sharing of additional
diversity modules
Potential revenue stream for state (GGT trainers could charge fees to external
groups for the GGT)
Reaching the ultimate outcome: quality programming to a more diverse
population
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Sustainability:
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WSUE has a long term commitment to disseminating the Cultural Competency Training (CCT)
throughout the Western Region by means of a train the trainer (T3) model. Through this model
states will be able to establish their own cohort of CCT trainers to sustain CCT in their state on
an on-going basis. WSUE will provide the necessary trainings for certification of CCT trainers.
These required trainings are:
Cultural

Competency

Opportunities
•
•
•
•

Training

(base

18 hour
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for participation in eeT:
The annual WSUE CCT on a space available basis OR
A Western Region CCT offered for multiple states OR
WSUE trainers providing CCT in an individual state.
See (website) for details on dates for 2008/2009.

Train the Trainer

Retreat

(3 day training

focusing

on trainer
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Opportunities for T3 Retreat:
• In 2008, April 14-16, location to be determined
• On a yearly basis as needed.
• Note: A minimum of 12 persons will be needed for a Train the Trainer
Retreat.
Other Sustainability Support includes on-going professional development, support for certified
CCT trainers and opportunity to participate in an on-going outcome based evaluation system.
For further information
mdeen@wsu.edu
or

or questions,

509-662-4730.

please contact

Mary Katherine

Deen at
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Theoretical Approaches to Diversity Work
(Highly simplified and open to all kinds of interesting challenges and other understandings!)
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